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How to connect to Palace 
Chat V4

A basic tutorial on 
how to connect and 
use the Palace Chat 
program



Your startup screen will look like this, notice the top. You 
will see file, edit, view, history, bookmarks, tools and help. 
We will explain all of those. You will also see arrows, 
people, doors a blue ball, music notes, a paint palate, 
another door and a sign. We will explain one at a time.



From this page you will be 
automatically taken to a 
default palace.



When you first connect you will see a 
screen like this. You will notice people 
called avs and just colored balls This is 
the starting point of palace. So far so 
good



From this screen the first thing you will want to do is 
look at the blue globe at the top of the tool bar. That is 
the directory and a list of the palaces



This is the toolbar. Notice the blue globe. Click 
it



Go to the category options and click. You will 
be given a choice of which type of palace you 
enter.



Once you click the directory, you will notice a 
series of names of palaces and what is in them. 
They all have descriptions. Show an 
approximate number of who is there and what 
type, adult, teens, type of adult palace. Hilight 
one and click it.



When you enter a palace, you will notice a 
welcome sign of the palace with some 
instructions. At this point you still look like a 
gummy ball but that will change soon



Most palaces have a place that says enter like 
above. Merely click on one



When you enter a palace click the set of three 
doors. That will show you the rooms of the 
palace and where folks are. The next page 
shows it



This is what the room lists looks like. The best 
way to start into a palace is to read the rules 
room and look for gate. Most homes would 
prefer you come to a gate before roaming



When you enter someone’s home you will 
notice names and perhaps chat bubbles



You should see off to the side a chat box. This 
is where you conversations will appear



If you don’t see the chat box on the screen no 
problem. Go up to your toolbar to tools and 
scroll to log, then click it and presto the box 
appears



At the bottom of the picture is a long box. That 
is where you type what you want to say.



Well folks to this point you’ve done awesome. But we 
need a name for you. Go to the upper far right of your 
screen and you will see two gear wheels. Click it and 
this box will pop up saying general in the first tab



Where is says user name, give yourself one 
then click close



Since we are in this box go ahead and type a 
profile anything you like



If you want you can change your chat bubble 
by clicking the tab and just change the color at 
the prompts. At this point click close on the 
bottom and you are done. The other tabs are 
for when you are ready to advance.



At this point only one small detail remains. 
You need an av.



To this point you look like 
a ball



People may offer you avs or they may tell you 
where to look for them. Here is how to put 
one on.



To put on an av right click on the figure. A box 
pops up like this. Click take and wear. You 
know have an av on. To put one in your prop 
bag simple click take prop and presto its saved 
in your bag.



To save your av and see if you have it go to 
tools, click prop window.



This is what is called your prop bag. All props are saved here. 
You can add any category you wish. Simply click add and a box 
will hilight on the left. Simply type the name of your category 
and start saving avs
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We palace user those are the basics 
to get you started. As you learn and 
grow, many more functions can be 
used through the program and any 
of the wonderful folks at Storm 
Hosting Palace can answer your 
questions. Please have fun with your 
palace experience.
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